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God Hammer

Book nine: summer in the Big Apple. Eight million stories of excitement and adventure...plus one.
Declan O'Carroll is ready to start his summer internship at the hottest new company on the planet,
Demidova Incorporated. What will he be doing? What tasks could he possibly handle for the most
famous couple on Earth? After all, what could a second-semester college freshman hope to add to a
multinational conglomerate? As the strongest male witch in existence, it might just be much, much
more than anyone could ever predict.
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Okay, right off the bat... there is "some violence" sort of. Same thing with "some sexual content."
Really not there but enough suggestion that I can't say none.That being said, if there is anything
negative (and I did say "if") it would be that it's a little difficult, at times, jumping back and forth
between character narratives. Since it is written in 1st person and there are two main characters,
the author writes alternating chapters from the viewpoint of each character. It's almost like there are
two story lines, as well. In the end, that is a very small "if" and certainly not enough to knock it down
from 5 stars.Another thought - if you've been reading this series, it is pretty interesting how far this is
away from the way it was in the beginning. In fact, I could say that the only thing the same is the
names. Just the names? Yep, because they main characters have developed so much, they hardly
resemble the original characters. And if you haven't read this from the beginning, go back to book 1
and get started. Not only is it interesting, it is amazing, and it is more than a little addictive.So now

we wait (not patiently at all) for the next in the series. This was not at all what I expected but I am
NOT complaining.

I'm still not sure why the title is called God Hammer, as Chris doesn't do much smiting in this one
and Declan clearly steals the show. It was a great book though. Not sure what to make of Omega
yet, as he/she/it could be a great ally or a pants-shittingly terrifying antagonist enough to make Anvil
seem like small-time.Spoilers...The only thing I'm not really happy with is trying to push Stacia off on
Declan. I'm glad she gets some resolution out of her hopeless love triangle, but Declan is basically
being treated as Chris 2.0 to latch onto. That's going to cause problems, I can just tell. On the flip
side it seemed unnatural from Declan's side as well. He barely even interacted with Stacia before
this, and he still had romance problems with Caeco and the Irish witch in the previous book. Maybe
it's just me.

John Conroe is one of my favorite authors. I stumbled onto his first book Black Frost when it was
first published and then on to the Demon Accords novels. This last book God's Hammer, as well as
the last book, College Arcane, does not center on Tanya and Chris -- the previous books do. This
complex and full dimensional relationship is what holds the books together, and why I read the
whole series. This last book has Tanya and Chris as flat and undeveloped -- not the whole give and
take relationship has been in the past. Declan is an interesting character, but for younger adults. He
is so magical - there is basically no limit to what he can do - but his budding friendship with Stacia
seemed flat. The next book is supposed to be about Stacia, and I may pass on this one since the
two main characters of the series - the ones that I loved to read about - will probably be not in the
book or barely mentioned. Please go back to the main characters!!

The Demidova Corporation's newest intern Declan O'Connor is a breath of fresh air for the series.
The Super-powered witch, computer savant, all around genius, and bumbling college kid alternately
follows his confused heart and wisecracking mouth into one entertaining situation after another. His
thing for blond alpha werewolf and teenage genetically engineered super-soldier hotties is an
amusing element of Conroe's slick and fun story s well. Can he save the world while learning from
Chris Gordon and company, pursuing the women of his dreams, and dodging every witch in the
Western Hemisphere who desperately want babies with his uber-magic genetics? A very finely
wrought tale and a rollicking good read.

This long awaited installment of the Demon Accords didn't fail. I enjoyed this book just as much as
any of the other books in the series. The worlds most powerful witch teams up with God Hammer
and his Vampire Queen to take on a mad computer virus gone rouge. We see the worlds sexiest
Werewolf and the worlds most powerful witch hitting it off and looking like the next power couple.
Robot centipedes, demon using false reverends and kick ass fight scenes are just a few of the great
highlights in this excellent read. I can't wait to read the next book in this series.

This entire series is just incredible! I even got my brother hooked on these books and he tore
through them quicker than I didðŸ˜„ I swear if you have not read these books you are doing yourself
a grave injustice, I wish I had friends like Declan, Chris, Tanya, Awasos and Stacia, amazing
characters, riveting storyline and a great big "What is going to happen next?!! Please Mr. Conroe
don't take long to put out the next book, I'm having heart palpitationsðŸ˜‰

The continuation of the Demon Accords with the new installation follows both Chris and Declan as
they face new enemies and new growth. The story is good if a little different. Before we came to the
acceptance that there are supernaturals out there, but in this book it is less supernatural and more
AI trying to kill us. Nice on the Terminator references, but seriously it is a bit out there. The problem
also comes from the face that they make Declan into this "tech" Wizard, I mean really he made
magic into code.....a little odd but I will accept it as a new idea in an over saturated supernatural
world in a modern world genre. The action sequences were lack luster to be honest.....they were
short and anticlimactic (robots that almost overwhelm everyone and then the fight ends when
someone gets angry).I look forward to the next book Rogues that changes the prospective to Stacia
Reynolds, I would like to continue to see what happens between our favorite were and out favorite
Witch, so we will see.A bit of spoilersThe ending of the books were a bit confusing.The pregnancy
was out of nowhere and although interesting, would be nice to get a bit more explanation.Is Sorrow
on an advance version of Kindle now?The epilogues were a tad ambiguous. First one was very
vague guy stalking a kid then disappearing. I have my theory but since there wasn't any naming and
the only description is the cute possibly vampire but that could be anyone. The second epilogue
was confusing as well since the President said quantum which gave me the idea about Omega, but
Anvil is still out there I am assuming and it would definitely would have done something like that.
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